PRESS RELEASE
Dr. Stephan Frohnhoff assumes position as
Chairman of the Executive Board at the msg
group
With its Roadmap 2025, the msg group is setting the course for the future and remains firmly
rooted in its focus on sustainable growth.
Munich, January 16, 2020. On January 1st, Dr. Frohnhoff became the msg group’s new
Chairman of the Executive Board. He follows in the footsteps of the co-founder of
msg, Hans Zehetmaier, who, having reached the age of 65, is withdrawing from the
day-to-day operations of the company. Zehetmaier is joining the msg Supervisory
Board, where he will remain an important influencer and work in close cooperation
with the board of directors.
Frohnhoff has been a member of the board of directors since 2011 and previously oversaw
the Banking and Public Sector lines of business. As the new Chairman, he will be assuming
responsibility for day-to-day operations and strategic development at msg, while working in
close cooperation with the other members of the board. “I would like to express my personal
recognition of Hans Zehetmaier’s life’s work,” says Stephan Frohnhoff. “msg’s success is a
clear reflection of his deep business acumen. I am really looking forward to this new
challenge and to continuing the company’s long history of success.”
The company has created the Roadmap 2025 that outlines how the msg group plans to
address the challenges of the next five years. The entire msg management team was widely
involved in the development of the plan. “With the Roadmap 2025, we are setting the course
to continue our sustained growth. The details of the Roadmap emphasize our ambition to
lead our customers to success, while maintaining our focus on the people we work with – our
customers, employees and those who use our solutions. Even in today’s world, where
everything has a digital twin, it is our proximity to markets and to people that will continue to
guide us,” Stephan Frohnhoff explains and continues, “We want to effectively expand our
position in the market and be a trailblazer for digital transformation - and msg is excellently
equipped to do just that. Our company spirit and the creative freedom we enjoy have allowed
us to reinvent ourselves time and again throughout the decades. We connect the wide
variety of competences found throughout our group in order to rediscover for our customers
just what business means in a digital world: we improve existing processes, while fasttracking the introduction of new business models.”
The change at the top on January 1, 2020 is accompanied by other changes in the staff of
the msg Board of Directors: Jens Stäcker is leaving the board of directors of his own volition
in order to focus on his role as the chairman of the board of directors at msg nexinsure,
which was founded in 2018. New appointees to the board are Rolf Kranz and Dr. Jürgen
Zehetmaier. Both have worked for msg for many years and bring extensive experience in the
insurance industry to the table. Rolf Kranz will oversee the insurance-specific Solution
Consulting. Jürgen Zehetmaier will oversee msg’s products within the insurance industry,
such as the msg.Insurance Suite, for example. He will also oversee the central
Administration, Finances, Controlling and Organization divisions.
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